
Tips for Parents by Susie Kohl 

Questions That Encourage Problem Solving    
HILDREN’S BOOK AUTHOR Dorothy M. Pritchett visited Room 2 Tuesday to introduce stu-

dents to a puppet of her main character and talk about the special quality she possesses—the 

ability to help people feeling who are distressed or sad. Corbilina is a fairy who can’t speak 

but receives word from the queen of the fairies that her destiny will be helping others. In The 

Purple Lady Corbilina cheers a woman who has been desperately missing her sister.  

After showing the book, Dorothy asked the preschoolers if they had ever been aided by someone 

when they were feeling sad or upset. She offered a magic wand to each child who wanted to describe 

a situation and the way a person helped them. Next she asked the class to think of ways they might 

help someone else who seemed unhappy. The four- and five-year-olds were eager to offer their ideas 

for bolstering someone else’s mood.  

Questions like these can empower children to think about solving problems themselves and to feel 

confident in their ability to make good choices. These questions demonstrate faith in children’s 

abilities to think wisely and are the opposite of queries that impose blame: “Why would you do 

that?” When children present a problem, asking what they see as solution builds confidence. 

Providing solutions like “You shouldn’t play with him anymore” reinforces a child’s belief that she 

can’t cope.  

Here are some sample questions: 

A child feeling scared: What would make you feel safe?  

After aggression: What were your feelings? What would you do differently next time? 

A child reporting conflict with another child: How would you compare your feelings with your 

friend’s? What do you think will happen next? 

Reinforcing a behavior: How do you do that? How do you sit so quietly? How do you concentrate 

so long? How did you stop yourself from hitting your brother? 

After a mishap—milk spilling, block building falling down, homework lost: What should we do? 

In response to a child’s worries, e.g., about a test, about death, about something that might 

happen: How do you want things to turn out? What can you do to feel better?  

To inspire: If you could give a gift to every child in the world, what would it be?  

To encourage communication: If you could change one rule in our family, what would it be? 

To build a sense of self: What five words describe you best? If you could invent anything to help the 

world, what would it be? 

Making up questions to ask each other can be a fun, informative family activity. Questions help us to 

think. Try posting a question for people in your family to think about each week (read the question to 

a younger child ). At every age, questions are often more helpful than answers. 
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